Throughout history, the stars have provided humans with ever more information about our world, enabling increasingly accurate systems of navigation in addition to fuelling some of the greatest scientific controversies. What information animals have evolved to extract from a starry sky and how they do so, is a topic of study that combines the practical and theoretical challenges faced by both astronomers and field biologists. While a number of animal species have been demonstrated to use the stars as a source of directional information, the strategies that these animals use to convert this complex and variable pattern of dim-light points into a reliable 'stellar orientation' cue have been more difficult to ascertain. In this review, we assess the stars as a visual stimulus that conveys directional information, and compare the bodies of evidence available for the different stellar orientation strategies proposed to date. In this context, we also introduce new technologies that may aid in the study of stellar orientation, and suggest how field experiments may be used to characterize the mechanisms underlying stellar orientation.
Starlight as an orientation cue
At the beginning of astronomical night, as the last solar skylight drops below the horizon, the moon, lunar skylight and stars become the brightest celestial references. After the moon has set, night-active animals are soon left with only the stars. This array of bright points gradually moves across the sky as a function of latitude and date, following a schedule that is similar to that of the solar day. The movements of the planets vary more, so their influence is not usually considered in studies of night-sky orientation (although variability of position does not prevent the moon from being used to guide dispersal behaviour [1, 2] ). For the purposes of this review, we will mainly address the stars themselves as orientation references, but the quality and clarity of stellar orientation cues in nature are undoubtedly a combination of light from all visible celestial bodies, zodiacal light, Gegenschein and atmospheric effects (for Definitions of Terms, see the electronic supplementary material). As a result, the combined informational content of the night sky can be easier to measure than to predict under natural circumstances (see the Sky imaging section).
We may well question why animals should perform directed behaviours during the darkest period of the night. Generally, there is some evidence that night-active species benefit from reduced competition, and fewer predators and parasites [3] . For activities that require significant movement, such as foraging and migration, the drop in temperature at night may also help avoid heat exhaustion in warmer climates. In some species, activity under starlight could result from the synchronization of directed behaviour with the brighter, more robust orientation cues at dusk. For example, many night-migrating birds take-off with the setting sun [4] , to which they calibrate their magnetic compass [5] , and can then use their star compass to maintain this established heading. A similar strategy may be adopted by nocturnal central-place foragers that leave their nest at sunset, such as sweat bees, ground spiders and ants [3, 6, 7] .
Seeing stars
On a moonless starry night, the scarcity of light becomes a limiting factor for celestial orientation. Because of this, the scale of stellar orientation cues determines both their detectability and robustness. Single stars viewed from the Earth subtend less than 0.1 arcsec (or 0.0000258), which is much smaller than the spatial sampling period of the retinal mosaic of any animal. Individual stars are, therefore, detected as point sources. It follows that groups of stars can be detected as a number of individual point sources, or, at lower spatial resolution, as a luminous object of a distinct brightness and shape. Broad-scale patterns of brightness can also be detected as luminous objects, but might instead be interpreted as a general feature of the sky as a whole, such as a gradient of intensity across it.
At typical starlight illumination levels, photon shot noise and receptor noise begin to obscure reliable photoreceptor signals. For tasks such as motion detection and object segmentation, spatial pooling can improve absolute sensitivity [8] . Such processes may also enhance the detection of broad-scale patterns of brightness and smaller groupings of stars, where they are detected as extended luminous objects and receptive field sizes remain smaller than the object itself. For detection of stars as point sources, spatial pooling cannot increase the signal, because all of the light from the point necessarily falls within a receptive field, whatever its size. The discrimination of individual stars in the night sky should thus be limited to animal species with sufficient visual resolution to discriminate the background between (bright) stars under low-light conditions. In particular, animals with camera eyes may be best suited to identifying individual stars, given the resolving power they afford, while those with compound eyes face a greater trade-off between photon catch and resolution, and are therefore more likely to orient using luminous patterns or intensity gradients.
Strategies for stellar orientation
In order to describe the different types of orientation cue that animals may extract from the starry sky, it is worth considering how humans have used the stars to navigate over the ages. Just as the rising and setting sun provides a reliable east -west axis wherever it can be sighted, so too do the stars near the celestial equator, and the most basic form of human star navigation may involve a combination of estimating the axis between the rising and setting points of stars such as Altair (declination þ08852 0 06 00 ) and identifying stars near the centre of celestial rotation, such as Polaris (þ89815 0 50.8 00 ). This necessitates learning to identify individual stars by their configuration. A combination of stars rising and setting at different points north and south of the celestial equator is thought to have made up the 'sidereal compass' of Arab sailors in the Indian Ocean, described as early as the tenth century [9] and used up to the present day in some islands of the South Pacific [10] .
The position of a single star, sufficiently bright and distinguishable via its position within a specific asterism, can be used to set a vessel's bearing at a given point in time. Such a star is known as a 'lodestar'. The peoples of the South Pacific use 'star paths' ('kaveinga' in Anutan), consisting of a set of stars that fall approximately along the same line of declination (figure 1), to set bearings throughout the night [10] , substituting stars at higher or lower elevations each time the chosen star sets or rises too high for its azimuth to be estimated reliably.
Star patterns can also be used to obtain a 'stellar map' that indicates the observer's location on the globe. Experienced sailors can determine their latitude by observing which line of declination is closest to the zenith [10] or measuring the distance between the centre of celestial rotation and the horizon [9] . Assessing longitude from celestial cues is more challenging because the Earth's daily rotation changes the stars' positions in the same way as a change in longitude. Without a precise estimate of universal time (which allows the observer to compensate for the Earth's rotation), longitude can only be measured from the exact positions of the sun or moon relative to the stars. In the eighteenth century, . Stars on the same line of declination rise and set at the same angle to the east -west axis, and those on the celestial equator rise at geographical east and set at geographical west. The ecliptic gives the position of the solar system's central plane, near which zodiacal light and the visible planets can be observed. (b) The starry sky, simulated in Stellarium 0.13.3 (Stellarium Developers, www.stellarium.org) for the planetarium conditions used by Dacke and co-workers [11] , showing the celestial equator (red), lines of declination (orange) and convergence of the celestial equatorial coordinate grid on the southern centre of celestial rotation (blue). (Online version in colour.) rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172322 before the development of marine chronometers, improved accuracy in astronomical predictions made it viable to use the angle between the moon and Regulus, or another bright star, to determine longitude (after [12] ).
(a) Centre of celestial rotation: night-migrating birds
In birds, the best evidence suggests an orientation strategy based on identifying the starry sky's centre of rotation. Orientation using this reference does not require any time compensation because the orbital poles appear at the same azimuth at any given hour of any given night. The first species found to use this orientation reference was the indigo bunting, Passerina cyanea [13, 14] . During their autumn migration, wild-caught birds were presented with an autumn starry sky in the Longway Planetarium (Flint, Michigan) while constrained within funnels of blotting paper that monitored the direction of their hops when they attempted to take-off. Their hops were consistently oriented southwards, as when presented with a real starry sky [13] . This behaviour persisted with the removal of successive constellations, and P. cyanea was only disoriented when all of the constellations within 358 of Polaris were blocked from view [14] . Birds attempting to migrate south in autumn, and those manipulated physiologically for early spring migration northwards, displayed season-appropriate orientation when presented with the same planetarium sky [15] . Various attempts to demonstrate stellar orientation in other migratory bird species [16] [17] [18] [19] indicate that several other nightmigrating species also use the centre of celestial rotation as their stellar orientation reference.
The interplay of other compass cues, such as magnetic cues and polarized light, with the star compass used by migratory birds is a field of active research [5, 20] and their weighting and hierarchy in selecting flight direction is far from settled (reviewed in [5, 18, 21] ). Several bird species can orient using the stars in the absence of magnetic cues [18, 19, 22, 23] , ignore conflicting magnetic cues when observing a clear starry sky [5, 24, 25] and some may even recalibrate their magnetic compass to agree with conflicting stellar cues [26] . Both planetarium [27] and laboratory experiments [16, 17, 20] have shown that the centre of rotation must be learned, and Emlen's initial study even suggested that P. cyanea can learn to identify Betelgeuse, rather than Polaris, as the centre of rotation [14] in a planetarium modified to rotate around that point.
Since the centre of celestial rotation does not provide information about longitude, it may not be sufficient on its own to permit accurate long-distance navigation. Indeed birds 'displaced' artificially along the east -west axis using a planetarium [18] do not react to a mismatch between the positions of the stars and the time at their true location.
(b) 'Lodestar' orientation in seals
Most species of pinniped are not migratory, but many conduct long foraging and dispersal journeys over the course of days and nights (e.g. [28] ). In a series of studies involving the harbour seal Phoca vitulina, it was established that seals can detect simulated and real bright stars [29] and that they can learn to orient within a floating planetarium [30] . Since the two seals trained were directed to the rewarded azimuth with a laser pointer highlighting an individual star (Sirius) in the initial stages of training, the authors concluded that the seals had learnt to identify a lodestar indicating the correct azimuth of travel. Nevertheless, the planetarium paradigm employed, in which a stationary sky for the same location and sidereal time was displayed in each trial, does not rule out other orientation strategies using the same pattern of stars. It is also possible, because the seals were rewarded for touching the planetarium wall beneath the 'lodestar' (at which point parallax cues may have indicated the pattern's true proximity), that for the seals this was a landmark learning task rather than a celestial orientation one.
(c) Milky Way orientation in dung beetles
In contrast to the migratory birds and itinerant seals that we have discussed so far, ball-rolling dung beetles rarely undertake long, directed journeys over the course of multiple days. The best-studied orientation behaviour in dung beetles involves the construction and transport of a dung ball, which is buried and consumed several metres away from the dung pile to avoid competition from other beetles. These ball-rolling beetles use celestial cues to maintain their initial heading and prevent them from returning to their point of origin. For crepuscular and nocturnal beetles, the moon [2] and patterns of lunar skylight [31, 32] form part of this celestial compass. One nocturnal species, Scarabaeus satyrus, remains oriented in the absence of lunar skylight, but not in the absence of starlight, indicating a capacity to use stellar cues [11, 33] .
For S. satyrus it is the Milky Way, as opposed to any individual star or asterism, that appears to act as the primary stellar orientation cue. When transferred to a planetarium displaying only the streak of the Milky Way, beetles rolled their dung balls to the edge of a circular arena in a similar time to that needed when viewing the real starry sky, or indeed when all stars were displayed in the planetarium [11] . These beetles took longer when the Milky Way streak was absent from the sky, the result of less-oriented, and hence more circuitous, paths. They also performed poorly when viewing only the 18 brightest stars in the sky, indicating that, unlike birds and seals, dung beetles do not use learned asterisms to orient. A recent study used an artificial 'Milky Way' band consisting of LED lights to test how different cues within the Milky Way could affect orientation [34] . Beetles were not able to orient using brightness patterns within this light band, but required a difference in brightness between the two halves of the band, at a Michelson contrast of greater than 13%. This suggests that an intensity comparison across the sky is responsible for Milky Way orientation in S. satyrus; the authors suggested that the beetles may identify the azimuth of a bright sky region or the direction of a broad-field brightness gradient. Given the trade-off between resolution and sensitivity in the visual systems of many nocturnal insects [8, 35] , such a broad-field intensity comparison may be better suited to the visual systems of nocturnal insects than a strategy that relies on precise visual matches to learned patterns of stars.
The Milky Way's galactic plane is at approximately 608 to the ecliptic, and at different times of night and year the Milky Way may bisect the sky or form a low arch close to the horizon (figure 2a -f ). At times when the Milky Way comes close to the zenith, the band arches overhead in a near straight line, forming a roughly symmetrical configuration. At the field site in South Africa where the outdoor experiments with S. satyrus rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172322 took place, a bright spot in the Milky Way within the constellation Crux was visible when the Milky Way crossed close to the zenith. This brightness difference across the Milky Way streak presumably prevents the band from appearing symmetrical to the beetles. In one study of cricket frogs (Acris gryllus) escaping towards their home shore under a starry sky, escape directions followed a bimodal orientation pattern [36] , with frogs escaping in both the correct direction and its opposite. Since the Milky Way was at a high elevation during this study, it may well have appeared symmetrically ambiguous to these frogs. At the test site in Mississippi, as in much of the northern hemisphere, the galactic centre and adjacent bright sections of the Milky Way remain below the horizon throughout the night. As a consequence, brightness Two limitations of a brightness-comparison based strategy for stellar orientation, driven by differences in brightness across the Milky Way or relative star density across the sky as a whole, are changes in atmospheric conditions (figure 2g -l ) and the rotation of the celestial sphere. For brief journeys, such as the dung-ball-rolling behaviour of beetles and escape behaviour of frogs, atmospheric conditions may remain stable and star motion minimal. On a succession of clear nights, however, celestial motion could drastically affect the capacity of a brightness-orienting animal to maintain a straight heading over greater distances. To adjust for celestial rotation, the animal might employ a time-compensated compass, or recalibrate its star compass relative to other references, such as the direction of sunset [4] , wind [37] , landmarks or magnetic cues [5] .
(d) 'Uncompensated' night-sky orientation in moths
Much like birds and seals, several species of lepidopteran direct their dispersive or migratory journeys using a timecompensated sun compass [18,38 -40] . While the best-studied examples are butterflies that roost overnight during these journeys, their well-developed celestial compass may be shared by night-flying Lepidoptera. In an early study of heading fidelity in night-dispersive behaviour, tethered yellow underwing moths (Noctua pronuba) were found to orient to both the moon and the stars [41] . In both cases, the authors noted a tendency for the moths to drift over time, interpreting this drift as an indication that the moths do not time-compensate for celestial rotation or identify the centre of celestial rotation (although the size of the drift was unfortunately too small to test statistically). The recorded drift of %168 h 21 (508 between 22.00 and 01.00) could indicate that the moths fixated a point around 958 from the centre of celestial rotation (i.e. at 258 declination). This line of declination would include the bright region of the Milky Way in the constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio, although because both field sites were near to human habitation it is doubtful that the Milky Way itself would have been visible to a human observer ( [42] ; figure 2i). Since Sotthibandhu & Baker [41] , no further work has been published identifying the strategy for star orientation used by night-flying moths. Work is currently underway to investigate the role of stars in nocturnal migration in N. pronuba and red underwing Catocala nupta in Europe (D Dreyer 2017, personal communication) as well as the bogong moth, Agrotis infusa, an Australian noctuid that has been proposed to use celestial cues to orient during their annual migration [43] . Which, if any, of the strategies described above are used by A. infusa for stellar orientation, and how celestial cues interact with magnetic compass information [44] remains to be determined.
Testing orientation strategies (a) In situ experiments
The first step in any study of animal orientation is to observe how oriented behaviour varies under natural conditions. In general, stellar orientation can be identified by observing orientation behaviour in the animal's natural habitat (at locations with minimal light pollution, and times of night when solar and lunar skylight are absent) and then screening local landmarks from view (e.g. [11, 45] ). If animals are oriented under these circumstances, but disoriented when the stars are obscured, while factors such as wind and overall light levels remain similar (e.g. on an overcast night), this can be taken as a first indication that the animals orient using the starry sky. Further testing conditions are then required to confirm this, and to identify the underlying orientation strategy. Nights can be chosen so that different features of the starry sky are visible, for example, so that the Milky Way crosses the zenith, or so that a particular asterism or bright star is visible or absent. Differences in weather conditions, such as overcast or partly cloudy skies, can act as a proxy for the availability of stellar cues by limiting the animal's view to fewer stars or obscuring them completely ( [11, 33, 45] ; figure 2g -h). Further, stellar cues available from natural skies on clear nights can be manipulated by selective screening or optical adjustment of different sky regions. Figure S1 , in the electronic supplementary material, shows the reorientation patterns of dung beetles (S. satyrus) observing the Milky Way when the lowest 458 of the streak was blocked from view by black fabric screens raised at the arena's edge, demonstrating that the configurational information contained within these regions was not vital for the beetles to maintain their headings. The reduction by contrast between them may, however, have affected orientation precision, Figure 2 . (Opposite.) The appearance of the starry sky. Images of the night sky were recorded to raw format by a digital camera with a fisheye lens, pointed up towards the zenith. The images displayed here have been linearized and a 28 half-width Gaussian filter applied (see the Sky imaging section) to reduce the influence of sensor noise and fine details not resolvable to most animals. All images are displayed on a radial azimuth-elevation grid (a), so that increments in elevation are evenly spaced and azimuths appear at their true bearing relative to local magnetic north. Images normalized to a maximum spectral radiance: . In this case, the Aurora is concentrated on the edge of the auroral oval, centred on the northern magnetic pole, so that the northern sky is consistently orders of magnitude brighter. (l ) A more diffuse Aurora recorded at the same location, masking stars from view but providing a weaker directional cue. (Online version in colour.) rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172322 a feature of their orientation strategy later demonstrated using artificial stimuli [34] .
Rabøl [46] used prisms to displace the centre of celestial rotation, to test whether migratory birds interpreted a decrease in its elevation as a southward displacement, and hence an overshoot of their goal destination. Unfortunately, the prisms also altered the sky's intensity profile, causing the birds to reorient when the stars were occluded, but a variation of this arrangement might be used to simulate latitudinal displacement under a natural sky. In general, the main drawback of using natural skies as a stimulus is the lack of control over stimuli. In addition to changing weather conditions, the influences of light pollution, wind and magnetic cues can be difficult to compensate for and should ideally be both measured (see Sky imaging section) and checked by testing for disorientation when celestial cues are obscured.
(b) Geographical displacement
In addition to 'artificial' displacements in planetaria [18, 47] and via optical manipulation [46] , true geographical displacements allow experimenters to test the capacity of a study animal to read both directional and positional information from stellar cues. Where natural skies are used as the stimulus, geographical displacements can be used to test at least three different aspects of stellar orientation. Firstly, a displacement in any direction can address concerns about the influence of local cues, such as landmarks and wind, because accurate orientation at this new location should require the study animal to disregard changes in these cues. Secondly, where stellar orientation allows the animal to navigate to a specific location, north -south displacements beyond that location can be used to test for a capacity to judge latitude [46] . Thirdly, rapid east -west displacements test for time compensation of stellar cues, because stars appear at a different time of day relative to the animal's ( jetlagged) internal clock.
Given that these tests indicate whether the study animal can gauge its geographical position from the sky, this technique has its most straightforward application in testing for a time-compensated star compass, which would allow the animal to compensate for such displacements. In the absence of such a compass, orientation behaviour can also indicate other strategies. If the study animal compensates for latitudinal but not longitudinal displacements, then it may use the elevation of the centre of celestial rotation [9] or a specific line of declination [10] to judge latitude. If the study animal does not compensate for displacement, but remains oriented in the same direction as prior to displacement, it may use the centre of celestial rotation's azimuth [14] or another consistent feature of the sky's intensity profile [33, 34] as a reference without compensating for the elevations of these features. If the study animal is only well oriented on one side of the geographical equator, it may rely on sky features specific to that hemisphere. While displacement experiments have been performed on migratory birds [25, 45] , with somewhat inconsistent results, this technique is, to our knowledge, yet to be applied to any other star-orienting species. In all cases, other geographical cues, such as day length and magnetic direction and inclination, need to be accounted for, but, as for all orientation experiments, an appropriate negative control can check for these effects to some extent. We predict that the application of this method to a more diverse range of species, alongside manipulations and controls at the sight of capture, would help inform future studies into the functionality of star orientation within the animal kingdom.
(c) Sky imaging
One significant challenge that faces outdoor behavioural experiments is the accurate recording of celestial conditions. Recent advances in the technology available for sky imaging can be applied to this problem. While star-charts and GPS can provide information about what celestial bodies should be visible at a given time, date and location, it can be difficult to determine the effects of atmospheric conditions and light pollution by eye. Differences between the visual systems of humans and other animals necessitate a spatial light measurement system to characterize the sky as a visual stimulus. A calibrated digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera [48] [34, 49] , at which point the measured signal for portable spectrophotometry equipment [49] can be close to the dark noise level. Nevertheless, thanks to improvements in the photosensitive components in digital cameras, it is now possible to record the visual environment on moonless nights [34, 50] and, via calibration, to use these images to estimate spectral photon radiance throughout an animal's full sphere of potential viewing angles [51] . Before a calibrated photograph can be recorded, several parameters and nonlinearities related to camera function need to be measured and accounted for [51] . Generally speaking, these include: ISO speed (signal gain) settings, exposure time, aperture size, vignetting [52, 53] and the spectral sensitivity of the camera sensor, as a combination of the sensor itself and the transmission spectrum of the Bayer mask [48, 53, 54] . Once the camera has been calibrated, raw images can be converted to estimated spectral radiance, with spatial and spectral resolution set by the camera's components and lens. For most species studied to date, dim-light vision is mediated by a single photoreceptor class (with a few notable exceptions [55] ) so it may be sufficient to use one colour channel, or the sum of all colour channels, to obtain an indication of the potential radiance distribution available to an animal's visual system (figure 3). In order to account for the optics of the animal's eye, and any later neural pooling, this radiance distribution must then be filtered to a lower spatial resolution, estimating the level of visual detail available to the animal's internal compass. If the absorption spectrum of the visual pigments, the photoreceptor morphology and anatomy are known, it may also be possible to estimate how many photons are received by each photoreceptor [8, [56] [57] [58] [59] and distinguish above-and below-threshold image features given the known qualities of the visual system's optics, physiology and neuronal processing [60] .
In terms of stellar orientation, calibrated imaging systems allow us to describe the different features of the starry sky that are available at a given point in time. As noted above, orientation using the centre of celestial rotation, lodestars and lines of declination all require the recognition of asterisms (helping the observer to distinguish one star from rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172322 another). Where the combination of an animal's spatial resolution and contrast sensitivity is insufficient to discern the spaces between stars that define their configuration (figure 3c), the reliability of such a strategy would depend on the stability and contrast of any broader pattern of brightness across the sky, which could be measured by recording multiple images of the sky over the course of a night. Such a system might also be used to detect sky features that can be difficult for the human eye to detect, such as airglow, skyglow, zodiacal light and lunar skylight [61] . In addition, it could be used to compare an artificial sky (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ) to a natural one, to ensure that experimental stimuli accurately replicate the features of the starry sky for the animal's visual system.
(d) Testing orientation with artificial stimuli
Since the pioneering studies of Sauer [62] and Emlen [13, 14] , the need to manipulate stellar cues has led experimenters to use artificial stars, in the form of planetaria [11, 13, 14, 18, 23, 27, 30, 47, 62, 63] or purpose-built stimuli [16, 17, 20, 34] , to elicit and probe stellar orientation. The requirements of such stimuli are that they have appropriate intensity, contrast and spatial arrangement to elicit the mechanisms responsible for star orientation, ideally by appearing identical to the starry sky from the study animal's point of view. Both well-established methods and newer innovations offer means of achieving this to different degrees of accuracy. Our descriptions of types of artificial stimuli and recommendations for their use in testing stellar orientation can be found in the electronic supplementary material.
Future directions for star compass research
Although many animal species travel at night when the stars make up the most prominent celestial cue, we still know very little about how these animals integrate and interpret celestial cues to obtain directional, and perhaps location information. The best-studied star compasses, the centre of celestial rotation compass of migratory birds and the brightness comparison strategy of nocturnal dung beetles, are subject to vastly different constraints and apply to very different forms of directed behaviour. Given these examples, we might predict that a combination of visual resolution and the duration of oriented behaviour would shape the strategy used by a given species, but, as with the lodestar-based system proposed for seals, these strategies need not necessarily resemble those of birds or beetles. Stellar orientation may also prove to be more versatile than has been demonstrated so far. Many migratory birds follow paths that cross the equator, at which point the centre of celestial rotation observed earlier in the journey disappears below the horizon. To date, no animal has been demonstrated to switch between different stellar cues with a change in location or season. Furthermore, it is not currently known whether any animal can use the elevation of the centre of celestial rotation, or asterisms that lie along a line of declination, to gauge their latitude. Similarly, no animal has been demonstrated to possess a time-compensated star compass. Such time compensation would allow the possessor to gauge their longitude, a capacity gained by human sailors only relatively recently.
We propose that new sky imaging technologies, combined with more explicit statements of the predicted features of different stellar orientation strategies, will allow star compasses to be discovered, confirmed and characterized in more species, and help to answer fundamental questions of how animals guide their darkest journeys.
